Some classes of Hadamard matrices with constant diagonal Jennifer Wallis and Albert Leon Whiteman
The concepts of circulant and back circulant matrices are generalized to obtain incidence matrices of subsets of finite additive abelian groups. These results are then used to show the existence of skew-Hadamard matrices of order 8(4f+l) when f is odd and 8f + 1 is a prime power. This shows the existence of skew-Hadamard matrices of orders 296, 592, 1184, 1640, 2280, 2368 which were previously unknown.
A construction is given for regular symmetric Hadamard matrices with constant diagonal of order 4(2m+1)2 when a symmetric conference matrix of order 4m + 2 exists and there are Szekeres difference sets, X and Y , of size m satisfYing 
k we will write n -{v; k; A} to denote the n supplementary difference sets and (1) becomes
See [14J and 500: 188, 236, 268, 292, 356, 376, 404, 412, 428, 436, 472 . Skew-Hadamard matrices are as yet unknown for the following orders < 300: 116, 148, 156, 172, 188, 196, 232, 236, 260, 268, 276, 292 . An Hadamard matrix satisfying HJ = kJ for some integer k is regular.
A symmetric conference matrix C + I of order n -2(mod 4) is a (1, -1) matrix satisfying
By suitably multiplying the rows and columns of C by -1 a matrix may be obtained and W satisfies
These matrices are studied in [3J, [6J, [10J, [IIJ, [13J. 
Prel imi nary results
' " DEFINITION. Let G be an additive abelian group of order V with elements Zl' Z2' ... , Zv ordered in some fixed way. Let X be a subset of G. Further let ¢ and ~ be maps from G into a commutative ring.
will be called type 1 and N = (n .. )
will be called type 2.
If ¢ and ~ are defined by 
are defined by 
For the inner product of row i with itself we have
number of elements in X. 
) where ).l is the map ).l(z) = 1jJ(-z) .
1. 
then XY = YX and xr = y:1 .
Proof. Since X and Y are symmetric we only have to prove that xr = y:1 .
Suppose X = (Xij) and Y = (Yij) are defined by
We note if the additive abelian group in the definition of type 1 and type 2 is the integers modulo p with the usual ordering then (i) the type 1 matrix is circulant since
(ii) the type 2 matrix is back-circulant since n .. 
otherwise. 
where the a i are non-negative integers, for the differences between elements of CO' Thus with
-1 E C 4 and a? E [differences from CJ'" -a? E [differences from col , 
• So the totality of differences from
Xl' X 2 , X3 and X 4 is 3 3 3 3 This corollary shows the existence of the following skew-Hadamard matrices of order < 4000 which were previously unknown 296 , 592 , 1184, 1640 , 2280 2368, 2408, 2472, 3432, 3752. 
Also forming W from C as described above in (3), 
